An Age Old Debate of Whether Hard Work is More
Important Than Natural Talent
Whether hard work is better than natural talent is and age old debate. Many have come across
someone in their life with natural talent. You’re trying your hardest just to keep your head above
water but these people seem to just swim past you with ease. As much as it may seem like
people with natural talent will always be on top, studies say that hard work shows better results.
If you want to be successful it is better to rely on your hard work.
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Hard work comes with a gratification that natural talent does not. many may have been envious
of the student who never studied but always seemed to get good grades; it just didn’t seem fair.
The sense of accomplishment that comes with hard work makes it worthwhile. After sacrificing
part of your weekend to study the test, you get it back to discover that you got a 100 and you
are elated. you know that it was because of your hard work that you got this grade. But what
about that student who got the same grade effortlessly? before you get upset with them make
sure it really is their natural talent that got them that grade. Are you sure that they didn’t have to
study at all, or does it just appear that way? The media all liked to talk about tiger woods natural
talent and how he was born to play golf. When tiger wood was asked about this, he said that it
may appear like it’s easy for him but his results come from years of practicing. Tiger woods has
literally been practicing sense he was just a baby; A golf club was put in his hands at the age of
one and he has been practicing every sense then. (Syed,Matthew) just keep in mind that things
may not always be as they seem.
The value of hard work is probably something you have heard about. But what exactly is so
valuable about hard work? For one it teaches many lessons. Hard work teaches you to apply
yourself in everything you do and to have a pride in your work; these are traits that are very
priced in the work-force. Most employers are looking for someone who has pride in their work.
Putting forth the effort of hard work consistently has better results than just relying on natural
talent. K. Anders asked violin students at a music academy to estimate how many hours they
had practiced and results where that the top students practiced around 10,000 hours, good
students practiced around 8,000 hours and lower ranked students only practiced around 5,000
hours. (Hambrick, David and Elizabeth j. Meinz) with these results we can see the direct payoff
that hard work has.
You can repeatedly see the results of hard work. But how do those with natural talent fare?
When they first start at something their natural talent may put them on level with you, who has
been practicing for a year already. As time passes and you continue to practice and they
continue to rely on their natural talent the gap between the two of you will widen. In a study,
Malcom Gladwell, did comparing those with naturally high IQs and those who work hard he
discovered “The relationship between success and IQ works only up to a point.” People with
high IQs had a bit of an advantage at first but eventually hard work was more successful.
(Steel,Piers,PhD)
People with natural talent seem to have an edge in life but ;Hard work is more important
because natural talent cannot solely be relied upon. we may find we have a natural talent for
something but if we don’t apply ourselves to become better at it than we will become stagnant
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and never improve. Hard work is essential for us all in life if we ever want to better ourselves.
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